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The ambulatory care setting is an increasingly important component of the patient safety conversation. Inpatient safety is the primary focus of the vast majority of safety research and interventions, but the ambulatory setting is actually where most medical care is administered. Recent attention has shifted toward examining ambulatory care in order to implement better health care quality and safety practices. Outpatient care has a unique set of challenges, including medical system problems, which can possibly lead to poor patient health outcomes. Furthermore, the movement toward value-based payments has tied financial incentives and punishments to quality measures. The Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 forces health care providers to assess the outcomes of their health care organizations and the means by which they can improve it.

Hatoun et al illustrate the importance of a systemic review of the current literature in their recent publication. The authors conducted a focused review of patient safety measures applicable in the adult primary care setting. They concluded that, compared to the plethora of patient safety measures in the inpatient setting, ambulatory care safety measures were not as numerous even though the numbers of patient encounters were far greater. This annotated bibliography, which builds on a previous annotated bibliography by Moskowitz and Nash, was created to analyze and augment the current literature on ambulatory care practices in regard to patient safety and quality improvement. By providing a thorough examination of current practices, potential improvement strategies in ambulatory care health care settings can be suggested. A better understanding of the myriad factors that influence delivery of patient care will catalyze future health care system development and implementation in the ambulatory setting.

METHODS

References were collected through a review of the MEDLINE and CINAHL literature databases from 2009 to the present. Subject headings and keywords used in the searches included ambulatory care, patient safety, medical errors, measurement, evaluation, and quality control. The search methodology utilized is further outlined in online Supplemental Table 1 (available at SAGE PLEASE INSERT THE ADDRESS OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE HERE). The following research questions helped to
direct the literature search: In an ambulatory health care environment, how is patient safety measured? In this particular setting, how can these quality measurements be improved on? The literature was narrowed down to a collection of 62 articles that provided an overview of quality and safety of patient care in the ambulatory setting. Papers were excluded if published prior to 2009 or research centered on national health care systems, such as the Veterans Health Administration. Such exclusion criteria were used to further focus the scope of research.

Based on common patient safety practices themes, the articles are organized into structured, meaningful categories. These themes were inspired by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) in its latest Technical Brief through the Evidence-based Practice Centers. AHRQ outlined 28 patient safety practices relevant to the ambulatory care setting, from which the 10 categories were developed and restructured: Overview of Safety Issues in the Ambulatory Setting (15 papers), Safety Culture (6 papers), Quality & Safety Measurements (5 papers), Team Training in Health Care (2 papers), Patient-Centered Care: Engagement & Satisfaction (7 papers), Care Coordination & Continuity of Care (8 papers), Medication Safety & Electronic Prescribing (9 papers), Diagnostic Test Result Management & Reporting Medical Errors (3 papers), Diagnostic Errors (6 papers), and Simulation Exercises in Patient Safety Efforts (1 paper).

ALPHABETIC LIST OF REFERENCES


**ANNOTATIONS**

**Overview of Safety Issues in the Ambulatory Setting**


The ambulatory care setting is an increasingly critically important component of the patient safety conversation. In order to better appreciate the scope of this importance, this section provides an overview of the key aspects and evidence-based practices surrounding patient safety in the ambulatory setting. These 15 references, in alphabetical order, are analyzed, including study design parameters and appropriate end points, to evaluate potential patient safety frameworks and interventions.

Chang et al examine and characterize the convenience of care in an ambulatory setting while balancing challenges, including but not limited to: cost, quality, access, patient navigation, and continuity of care. Their assessment suggests that conveniently provided ambulatory care and patient safety practices will require continued policy and regulatory efforts to navigate this balance.

Farley and Battles provide a specific evaluation of the AHRQ patient safety initiative in terms of the framework and approach. The patient safety initiative was AHRQ’s response to the recognition of patient safety as a priority. The initiative involved expanding patient safety practices, knowledge, and tools through research and funding. Specific elements of the organization’s strategy included: “identifying threats to patient safety; identifying and evaluating effective patient safety practices; teaching, disseminating, and implementing effective patient safety practices; and maintaining vigilance.” An evaluation of the expanse of activities the organization performed required multiple methods of data collection and further subdivision of context, process, and product evaluation. Overall, Farley and Battles illustrated how the patient safety initiative matured through effective research, dissemination of information, and implementation of health care practices. In continuation, Farley and Damberg synthesized the overall evaluation findings of the evolving AHRQ patient safety initiative. They concluded that although AHRQ has developed extensive knowledge of effective practices and epidemiology regarding patient safety, dissemination and usage of this knowledge in building health care practice infrastructure still requires work.
Hayes et al describe the importance and efficiency of a logical model as a potential tool for the development, implementation, and subsequent evaluation of a primary care research network. Two important outcomes of the logic model include improved patient health outcomes and recognition of leaders that drove quality improvement to promote meaningful engagement. The authors hypothesize that this framework functions as an essential “project management resource” for implementation of successful patient safety practices.

Jha et al present a comprehensive overview of patient safety research from a global evidence perspective in order to better understand both the scope and nature of unsafe health care practices. These unsafe practices, including the ambulatory setting, are estimated to cause morbidity and mortality on a global scale and most are preventable. A critical component in the delivery of quality health care is the aspect of patient safety. Therefore, the authors divided the major topic of patient safety into 3 quality domains: structure (including accountability and safety culture), errors in process of care (including misdiagnosis, poor test follow-up), and outcomes (including adverse events and patient safety concerns). The authors summarize that avoidable harm can be reduced with “targeted, well-designed, and appropriately managed research to gain greater understanding of its causes and contributing factors.”

Leape et al identify 5 fundamental concepts as critical components for the transformation and improvement of health care safety practices, and suggest a vision of health care that encompasses transparency, integration of care, patient engagement, restoration of meaningful work, and reform of medical education. These 5 transformative principles provide a foundation for significant change in the implementation and culture of the current health care system.

Lorinez et al review ambulatory patient safety research conducted between 2000 and 2010. The authors comment on how the majority of research focuses on understanding factors influencing patient safety in the ambulatory setting while intervention research has been less well studied. Such studies of interventions to improve ambulatory care safety are a critical research component that needs to be strengthened.
Nelson et al analyze the synergistic role of ethics and quality of care concerns in driving health care organizations to improve patient outcomes. System redesign focused on aligning ethical principles (autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice) and the Institute of Medicine quality aims (patient-centered, effective, safe, equitable, and timely care) are necessary to improve health care quality. The benefits include organizational change that augments shared values of patient safety and collaboration in order to increase effectiveness of quality improvement measures in a clinical setting.

Pronovost et al argue that a framework is necessary to organize research and improvement strategies in future patient safety research. The framework presented includes 5 domains: “evaluating progress in patient safety; translating evidence into practice; measuring and improving culture; identifying and mitigating hazards; evaluating the association between organizational characteristics and outcomes.” The authors also highlight potential challenges encountered in improvement effort such as research capacity, creating an organizational infrastructure, and analyzing the cost–benefit ratio. The authors acknowledge that despite efforts to improve patient safety, an appropriate model will augment future efforts while mitigating potential challenges encountered.

A few years later, Provonost and Wachter examine how patient safety progressed and state that safety and quality are indeed improving. A number of patient-centered safety practices have been shown to effectively reduce rates of adverse patient outcomes. For example, interventions that have improved care quality and safety can be attributed to teamwork training and culture change.

Shekelle et al report on the challenges faced by patient safety researchers and recommend the increased use of logic models to improve development and dissemination of successful practices. Evaluation issues of patient safety practices addressed by the authors include (1) an analysis of the rationale behind the chosen intervention, (2) a description of the issue in enough detail for future replication, (3) a detailed explanation of the implementation process of the chosen practice, and finally (4) an assessment of the outcomes measured to determine risks vs benefits and effectiveness. Success of these factors is influenced by the context. Therefore, the authors explain that an intervention’s success depends
on the setting of its implementation. High-priority contexts outlined by the authors include teamwork, leadership, and the culture surrounding patient safety. Additional considerations include external factors, organization-specific characteristics, and management approaches. In a later article, Shekelle et al review patient safety practices for strength of evidence regarding effectiveness, implementation, and acceptance. Ultimately, the authors conclude that evidence supporting the effectiveness of practices improved more than evidence that supports implementation and context. This analysis of the literature provides feedback on current progress and highlights the continued importance of expanding and refining research approaches.

Wachter concludes that the limited ability to measure a health care system’s progress in patient safety continues to impede research. The author grants an overall B– grade, an improvement compared to a grade of C+ in 2004. Incremental progress of the complex health care field is moving in the right direction and will take advantage of valuable lessons and explore areas previously not thoroughly researched. The massive health care field will build on the current progress of prioritized research involving patient safety and quality interventions. Wachter et al later outline the evidence of progress in the field of patient safety. During the past decade, evidence focused on effectiveness, interventions, and implementation has expanded steadily. Health care organizations now work to improve patient safety utilizing evidence-based strategies. Systems can learn from gaps in the evidence base while action on intervention can be utilized for interdisciplinary patient-centered safety strategies.

Wynia and Classen describe past, present, and future efforts in research aimed at increasing safety and quality in the ambulatory care setting. Recent focus on outpatient settings, compared to inpatient environments, started with epidemiological data collection and building public support. The authors suggest 5 core aims to address improving patient care: (1) collection of health care data concerning adverse patient health outcomes in the ambulatory setting, (2) identification of achievable milestones and quality measures, (3) patient-centered care and engagement, (4) linking patient safety in ambulatory settings to other health care initiatives such as improved transitions of care and medication reconciliation,
and (5) improved research infrastructure and support to address issues. Public awareness has pushed health care systems to provide greater research on implementation and effectiveness of patient safety and quality measures in ambulatory practice. The scope of the issues in the ambulatory settings poses challenges in improving patient care but provides direction and potential for the patient safety research agenda to improve health outcomes in the right direction.

**Safety Culture**


The development of a positive cultural mind-set focused on patient safety is a prime objective of health care systems and an essential component for achieving increased patient safety. De Wet et al highlight how building a strong safety culture must include measuring individual perceptions of health
care workers. Measuring perceptions of safety culture in a primary care setting can increase awareness and allow opportunity for practices to effectively learn from and adapt to any pitfalls or challenges to providing quality care. In order to improve patient safety and health care quality, health care workers must be in alignment for safety culture mentality to prevail. Increasing awareness should contribute to implementing initiatives to build stronger safety culture by identifying and improving on current strengths and weaknesses.

Safety culture has been described by Gehring et al as the culmination of “values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behavior” at both the personal and systems level. The culture surrounding patient safety initiatives is a fundamental characteristic for promoting patient safety within an organization. Gehring et al establish that frequent interdisciplinary team meetings strengthen safety culture and promote evaluation of error prevention strategies. However, further research is needed to provide evidence that safety climate correlates with improved clinical outcomes.

In addition, Hickner et al examine how perceptions of patient safety culture differ among different levels of an ambulatory health care practice. The perspectives of professionals in 6 different job positions (physicians, management personnel, nurse practitioners/physician assistants, nurses, support staff, and administrate staff) were analyzed regarding perceptions of issues surrounding patient safety. Management and physicians had more positive patient safety culture perceptions than those in other job positions surveyed. This discrepancy illustrates a stronger belief in an organization’s patient safety culture than is actually present. This organizational culture dynamic must be addressed in order to align and strengthen perceptions that are fundamental to providing quality, safe care to patient populations.

Utilizing a framework to help intellectualize the abstract, dynamic concept of a culture of patient safety promotes understanding and team-based discussions. Because of the complexity and multidimensionality of patient safety culture, Reiman et al also propose a theoretical framework for the concept. Their framework includes mindfulness of both the social and psychological processes involved, in addition to the organizational dimensions. Such an essential tool provides a means to bridge the gap
between understanding the importance of safety culture and building these perceptions into actual practice.

For example, The Proactive Reduction of Outpatient Malpractice: Improving Safety, Efficiency, and Satisfaction (PROMISES) Project was an AHRQ-funded study by Singer et al that examined patient safety in the ambulatory setting within the context of malpractice reform. By focusing on 3 “failure-prone processes” (ie, referral management, test result management, medication management), the authors discussed redesigning components of the health care delivery system in order to ensure issues are addressed. Through survey data collection and analysis, the results showed potential areas of improvement, such as increased communication among providers and establishing a strong sense of patient safety culture within an ambulatory system.

Weaver et al further review interventions used to foster a culture of safety and improve perceptions of the safety culture in ambulatory care. Safety culture is examined as an essential foundational component in systems designed to promote improved patient safety and quality care. A strong culture of safety can influence how care is delivered and subsequent outcomes. Three interventions were identified that improved implementation and perception of safety culture, including: “team training and team communication tools, executive walk rounds and interdisciplinary rounding, and the Comprehensive Unit-Based Safety Program (CUSP).”

Quality & Safety Measurements


Although quality and safety are essential components of patient care, systemic measurement of these factors is also necessary to help improve patient experience in the health care system. Such measures have implications for research and intervention implementation. Bell et al developed a “toolkit” of patient safety measures and indicators for use in ambulatory practices. The authors utilized the RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method exercise with an expert panel to identify items included in the toolkit. This toolkit will expand on current understanding of the epidemiology of patient safety in acute outpatient settings. Measuring and quantifying existing levels of safety will allow for interventions to improve outcomes.

The utilization of health care quality measurements to promote improvements is further examined by Chassin et al. Quality measures serve to advance the clinical care delivery process. The authors discuss quality measurements in terms of both process and outcomes in acute patient care settings. Ultimately, in order to improve patient health outcomes, assessment of quality and safety measures will precede improvements in the clinical process.

One means to improve physician performance in the clinical setting is to report measures of quality in care delivery. Lamb et al present an example of how public reporting of quality can positively influence the quality of care delivered to patients. Engagement in efforts centered on quality improvement was measurable when outcomes were reported. Public data analysis and a survey component were used to
support the idea that public reporting on quality measures is a motivational factor in quality improvement efforts.

Merrill and Laur report methods of standard approaches to patient care delivery in an ambulatory surgery center that support continued quality improvement. The authors outline how effective management and leadership emphasizing patient-centered quality care is necessary for interventions to be effective and long term. Process and outcome assessments, team empowerment, and the creation of standardized processes of care delivery are all functional options to improve patient outcomes. Implementation of quality and safety measurements itself is not sufficient. Publication of results and discussion of findings for educational purposes are quintessential feedback mechanisms required for sustainability.

Selecting and implementing quality measures can be a daunting task for health care systems attempting to ensure quality care for their patients. Romano et al designed a decision-making guide to assist organizations in choosing appropriate quality of care measures from a breadth of application options. The guide is organized into 5 sections: “Introduction to performance data, Introduction to measures of quality, Introduction of resource use/efficiency measures, Selecting quality and resource use measures, and lastly, Interpreting quality and resource use measures.” By providing a range of approaches and implementation considerations, health care organizations can adapt and apply their approaches based on individualized concerns about care quality. Overall, in order to improve safety in ambulatory settings, it is important to utilize tools and indicators in order to measure and, consequently, improve patient safety outcomes.

**Team Training in Health Care**


Patient care requires complex care coordination between multiple teams in order to deliver quality and reliable diagnostic and therapeutic options. Bunnel et al developed and implemented a team training initiative within oncology care at an outpatient cancer center. The concept of crew resource management is utilized in other high-risk industries such as aviation and nuclear power. The authors focused their pilot on 4 interventions deemed to be the highest risk to patient outcomes: miscommunication of treatment orders, missing orders, poor follow-up regarding patient concerns, and conflict between team members. Addressing team members’ “roles, responsibilities, and behaviors” in protocols allowed for clear definition of each member’s contribution. Overall, team training improved quality and safety of patient care delivery by improving communication and task coordination among team members. A limitation included the study being confined to a specific patient population at a single care center, making reproducibility of results uncertain. The concepts and methods of team training were demonstrated to be applicable in an ambulatory setting, but the measurable aspects of benefit in clinical outcomes of the interventions remain challenging.

Hoffmann et al illustrated the impact that team-based safety culture assessments could potentially have on ambulatory practice interventions. The authors conducted an open randomized controlled trial that included 60 general practices and utilized the Frankfurt Patient Safety Matrix (FraTrix) aims to assess organizational safety culture. The 9 dimensions of the FraTrix were: “overall commitment to quality, priority given to patient safety, perception of critical incidents and their causes, analysis of critical incidents, learning from critical incidents, communication as it relates to patient safety, personnel management as it relates to patient safety, staff education and training as they relate to patient safety, and teamwork as it relates to patient safety.” The rationale was that team-focused analysis of their organization’s safety culture would lead to implementation of specific measures to improve safety and,
therefore, quality care. Two methods of measurement used were (1) indicators of structure and processes and (2) reporting of patient safety incidents. After 12 months, no differences in patient safety culture indicators were shown, but there was better reporting of patient safety events in terms of number and quality. Self-assessment and interventions to improve safety culture from a team-based standpoint provide one methodology to improve processes affecting patient care.

**Patient-Centered Care: Engagement & Satisfaction**


Health care organizations are constantly challenged to improve on their delivery of quality patient-centered care. Therefore, measurement and subsequent augmentation of patients’ satisfaction is an
important aspect of overall improvement in quality care delivery in the outpatient setting. Farber analyzed patient satisfaction within a network of ambulatory health care providers in Pennsylvania. Press Ganey (PG) was contracted as a consulting service to process survey results and provided reports to the organizations, which focused on areas of potential improvement for change implementation. In one study, patients evaluated their experience based on “interpersonal relations and interactions with staff members, including staff members’ responsiveness, courtesy, competence, and communication.” Top 10 priorities were identified: “information about delays, response to concerns/complaints, attractiveness of the center, waiting time, comfort of room/resting area, degree pain was controlled, information on day of surgery, cleanliness of the center, staff’s concern for comfort, and ease of scheduling an appointment.” This report provided ample opportunities for improvement based on addressing these specific areas of concern. These quality care initiatives succeeded in measurably improving patient satisfaction scores within the ambulatory care setting.

Fiddes et al approach improving patient-centered care delivery and outcomes through the lens of the “patient is the teacher.” The authors discuss evidence that this approach within the context of interprofessional education leads to measurable improvements in patient care outcomes. This centralized role of patients can be extended beyond their own health care delivery to include the teaching process in medical education. By increasing patients’ involvement in more interactive ways, they can contribute to and supplement interprofessional learning and modification of organizational practices and behaviors. This dynamic relationship is mutually beneficial to health care providers and patients while also improving care delivery and outcomes. Viewing education as an integrated key component of clinical care is a framework that can be used to implement patient-centered approaches in the ambulatory care setting.

Kaushal et al examine the association between the model of patient centered medical homes (PCMHs) and care outcomes, including health care utilization, through a longitudinal, prospective cohort study. Three study groups were included: physicians who use PCMHs with electronic health records
(EHRs), PCMHs with paper medical records, and physicians who use EHRs without the PCMH structure. The transformation process to a PCMH included: “changing the culture toward population management, building a team with clearly defining roles and responsibilities, and becoming accountable for performance.” The authors describe how the implementation and utilization of PCMHs by primary care providers significantly decreased specialist visits by patients within one year. These results demonstrate one example of how the balance between costs and quality can be obtained in health care.

Improving patient care quality while simultaneously improving patient satisfaction is a complicated balancing act. Health care systems are constantly challenged to manage these priorities as discussed by Moffatt-Bruce et al. The interplay between providing safe, efficient, quality care while also ensuring patients are satisfied with their care delivery is a pressure chronically felt by health care providers. Implementing a patient-centered care model demonstrates improved clinical outcomes, which incentivizes providers to undergo an internal cultural shift.

Neeman and Sehgal describe how academic medical departments can contribute to improving patient satisfaction by applying knowledge and continued engagement in measuring outcomes. Developing and establishing a Patient Experience Working Group (PEWG) at UCSF School of Medicine served as a means to drive improvement in health care delivery from the Department of Medicine. PEWG created a collaborative model for disseminating best practices while setting goals for improvement. Implementation of PEWG-created performance initiatives showed measurably positive results at both the level of local ambulatory practices and across medical departments. Some examples are the peer observations program, patient-centered rounding, patient experience dashboards, and development of an improvement initiatives portfolio. The authors acknowledge that shared goal setting across different levels of organizational leadership was key in this model’s success in improving patient experience.

Proposed critical components of the patient-centered medical care model include positive patient experiences and low complication rates. Stein et al report that patients’ positive perceptions of their care, a key metric for evaluation of performance in the health care setting, is correlated to the quality of care
patients received. In this retrospective review study, the authors use data measured by the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems scores on patient satisfaction and the Hospital Compare database, which consists of information on 4605 hospitals. One limitation of note is that because of the nature of the study design, causation cannot be established between the quality of care indicators and patient perception of care delivery. However, an established negative correlation of patient experience and complication rates illustrates a focal intervention point within health care delivery systems to increase overall quality.

Zuckerman et al also provide evidence that measuring patient experience of care (PEC) augments health care delivery, safety, and quality. Gathering PEC data is an essential component when evaluating health care systems for development of quality improvement initiatives. The authors conducted a qualitative, interview-based study of health care leaders in California safety net organizations to determine how PEC data were collected, analyzed, and lastly, utilized to improve care. Barriers to PEC data collection and use also were collected. Examples included: “(1) lack of financial and staff resources, (2) lack of knowledge about PEC measurement, (3) unmet needs for PEC survey and quality improvement resources, and (4) challenges related directly to the safety net patient population.” Possible interventions include educational campaigns about valid methods of data collection and analysis, tools to better understand and meet the needs of specific patient populations, and financial assistance. Overall, the authors conclude that although organizations are committed to improving PEC, there are substantial barriers that need to be addressed.

**Care Coordination & Continuity of Care**

Beaussier et al discuss the pros and cons of 2 types of ambulatory surgical units. The first type is a “free-standing unit,” in which the center is independent of a major facility and is dedicated only to elective procedures. “Integrated centers,” on the other hand, are ambulatory-based units that operate within a conventional surgical suite, such as within a hospital. Regardless of the type of unit, the authors lay out management frameworks to improve them. These include forward flow to ensure that patients spend only the time necessary at each step of the surgical pathway; an ambulatory map that works with the anesthesiologist consultation to help avoid patient mistakes that delay surgeries and also familiarize
patients with the surgical pathway; optimal operating room utilization to reduce overcrowding and
underutilization; home monitoring to allow for quicker and easier postsurgical discharge; and
development of better communication systems to be in touch with the patient as presurgical
communication improves efficiency.

The transformation of internal medicine physicians from dual inpatient and outpatient providers to
either primarily hospitalists (inpatient) or outpatient physicians only has created gaps in follow-up after
hospital discharge. Bell et al compared discharged patient adverse event rates with those who saw primary
care physicians who had communicated with the hospital team and those who had not received any sort of
correspondence. No relationship was discovered between correspondence of inpatient and outpatient
provider and patient outcome.

The medical home concept was designed to improve cost-effectiveness and outcomes, yet many early
studies showed mixed results. Friedberg et al theorized that this may have been because of a lack of
financial incentives to reduce costs and also the inexperience of those involved with utilizing medical
homes. They analyzed medical claims and outcomes for medical homes under the Pennsylvania Chronic
Care Initiative, which was one of the first areas to offer shared savings and technical assistance. Although
the study was limited by an uneven distribution between pilot and comparison practices, there were
statistically significant lower rates of all-cause hospitalizations, all-cause emergency department visits,
higher rates of ambulatory visits, and improvement on measures such as diabetes control and breast
cancer screening from the pilot studies.

Improper communication after discharge from the hospital can lead to poor outcomes after
hospitalizations: 1 in 5 patients is reported to have an adverse event following discharge from the
hospital. Hesselink et al evaluated randomized controlled trials with regard to interventions designed to
improve handoff from the hospital to primary care providers. They did not find any evidence that a single
intervention was effective at improving measured outcomes such as rehospitalization or repeat emergency
department visits. However, multicomponent interventions with a specific purpose (such as medication reconciliation following discharge obviously improved medicine reconciliation) seemed effective in improving outcomes almost universally. The wide variety of interventions studied along with nebulous patient outcomes limit the studies as the authors had difficulty defining the underlying mechanisms that actually improved discharge outcomes.

Rhoades et al studied the use of a transition of care coordinator to improve discharge outcomes with regard to general well-being and readmission rates. These coordinators identify patients’ primary care physicians (PCPs) as well as assist those without proper PCP coverage. They arranged the necessary follow-up and facilitated medical record communication to PCPs. They also used follow-up calls to assist patients with unforeseen complications and questions. These coordinators were able to correct more than 40% of incorrect documentation and ensured higher rates of follow-up with PCPs. On the other hand, the investigators did not see a statistically significant improvement in 30-day readmission rates for those in the intervention portion of the trial.

Sarkar et al wanted to better understand adverse events that occur between physician visits for those with chronic diseases. Because diabetes is such a complex chronic disease that requires constant management as well as significant health literacy for those that it affects, the investigators used an automated telephone self-management support program (ATSM). The ATSM works by automating phone weekly calls that gather data based on patient responses. A nurse coordinator reviews the data and follows up with these patients based on response criteria that automatically trigger a callback. Results were tabulated in different self-management domains, as the investigators were looking for adverse events and also potential adverse events. They found multiple roots for each issue, from pharmaceutical use to monitoring, but there were common themes, such as low level of health literacy, causing issues at every level. The largest number of adverse events occur with medication safety and monitoring, which the authors suggest should receive the most attention for patients with chronic illnesses. In addition, the
majority of these events stemmed from patient action and inaction, suggesting that efforts to improve self-management are key.

As part of the PROMISES project group, Schiff et al created a monograph that essentially identified an outpatient version of “When Things Go Wrong,” a document about dealing with adverse events and disclosing them to family members. Salient points of this study include acknowledging such events quickly, working collaboratively with patients in the aftermath, providing appropriate follow-through that includes an understanding of not only why something happened but how the practice will prevent it from happening again, and creating a blame-free office environment. The document also addresses ways to improve communication with patients when discussing these adverse events.

Tapp et al describe a multidisciplinary approach toward addressing a multitude of issues for their patients with diabetes in Charlotte, North Carolina. For patients with HbA1c >9, they employed a health questionnaire to evaluate for depression as a comorbidity, had a pharmacist provide education sessions and tailor medication regimens, and had a social worker assist with obtaining medications and improving access to appointments. No results were offered as to the effects of this intervention.

**Medication Safety & Electronic Prescribing**


Brummel et al focus on different clinical practices within a Medication Therapy Management (MTM) program as a means to utilize the services of pharmacists in order to improve patient outcomes while reducing costs at the same time. This would be especially important in an Accountable Care Organization system. MTM includes medication reviews, anticoagulation checks, and pharmacy consults, among other services. An overview of the pioneering MTM program in Minneapolis demonstrates significantly higher optimal medication management for patients with chronic issues such as diabetes, as well as a positive
return on investment in both the short and long term. Some practices that were highlighted include targeting patients who are just discharged from the hospital, using electronic health record (EHR) data to seek out patients who could benefit from the program rather than just rely on physician referrals, incorporating direct interaction between patient and pharmacist, and quickly communicating any recommended change in medication regimens from pharmacist to physician.

Dainty et al performed a cluster randomized controlled trial with academic ambulatory clinics to evaluate an electronic prescribing system’s effect on total prescription error ratio. Prescription errors included a wide range of problems, from illegibility of the prescription to dosing errors to drug interactions. They used pharmacy callbacks to physicians as an informal way to gauge prescription errors. Their results demonstrated no effect of EHRs on prescription errors; in fact, they could increase the number of callbacks to physicians. The study was limited by an extremely low adoption of the EHR system by the subjects of the study.

Devine et al conducted a pretest-posttest study to evaluate the effect of computerized order entry systems on medication errors and their adverse drug events. The study was quasi-experimental and based in a multispecialty non–academic-affiliated ambulatory clinic in Washington. Frequency of errors decreased from 18.2% to 8.2% after the computerized order entry system was adopted. The most striking improvements were in prescription illegibility, inappropriate abbreviations, and areas such as drug interactions, despite the system not having clinical decision-support alerts.

Although meaningful use has been designed as an incentive for utilizing EHRs, cost savings of such programs need further study in the ambulatory setting to help convince physicians to use them. Forrester et al created a decision-analytic model to gauge cost-effectiveness of a computerized order entry system in a 5-year time span for more than 400 providers. They used a model incorporated within a computerized order entry system to run simulations for cost savings based on implementation and maintenance costs, administrative costs, and prescribing costs. The simulations showed significant savings for the
computerized order entry system that were proportional to the amount of paper records eliminated and chart pulls for such purposes as prescription refills. Increasing numbers with these factors reduced savings significantly.

Overhage et al performed a study to evaluate the effectiveness of computerized prescribing on preventable and potential adverse drug events (ADEs) in the ambulatory setting. They evaluated 2 outpatient settings: one in Indiana and the other in Boston, Massachusetts. In Indiana, the intervention was associated with an 85% reduction in preventable ADEs and a 71% reduction in potential ADEs whereas in Boston it was associated with a 105% increase in both preventable and potential ADEs. The authors ascribe these findings to the differences in computer systems between both sites, with the Indianapolis settings offering more user support for areas such as drug dosing, drug interactions, and patient education.

Porterfield et al performed a systematic review to assess the benefits to E-prescribing and barriers to its utilization. Studies demonstrated that E-prescribing helped reduce medication errors and ADEs on its own. When combined with a medical decision-support system there was little added benefit. E-prescribing improved efficiency by reducing the need to clarify prescriptions. Studies showed the potential for significant savings through improved patient medication adherence and reduced adverse events. Studies also demonstrated that financial support was a major barrier to adopting the electronic system and that more incentives would be needed to help adoption and utilization rates. In addition, there was a potential for increased errors depending on design flaws within particular electronic systems.

As the population of patients with chronic conditions continues to increase, so will the number of people with complex medication regimens, thus exposing more people to the risk of medication error. Robbins et al describe the process and outcomes from integrating evidence-based pharmacy practices into a multidisciplinary health center. Processes include creating education reconciliation guidelines and performing medication reconciliation whenever there are regimen changes or transitions of care. These
were coordinated with full integration of the pharmacy staff into the electronic database so that they could access all provider data and also communicate with providers more easily. Results were positive as ADEs declined and outcomes improved (eg, obesity screening).

Sorensen et al performed case studies on more than 30 organizations, more than half of which were safety net providers, to delineate strategies for safe medication use practices in the ambulatory setting with particular focus on pharmaceutical services. Integrating pharmacy staff worked better if done gradually, with the utilization of a pilot program that focused on only a small segment of the sickest patients and then gradually expanding the staff’s reach. In addition, promoting safe culture practices required effective integration of pharmacy staff into provider teams by giving them similar data access and even smaller details such as close proximity of pharmacist offices to medical providers. In addition, including pharmacy staff in leadership roles also helped organizational culture focus on patient safety practices.

The Affordable Care Act required hospitals to institute programs to reduce readmission rates. Tedesco et al analyzed the effects a pilot program that utilized pharmacists by having them contact all patients who were discharged from a hospital and performing medication reconciliation and counseling. In addition, when possible these patients met with the pharmacist for 30 minutes prior to their appointment with the primary care physician (usually within 1-2 weeks of discharge date). Readmission rate within a 30-day period was 26.7% for the control group and 14.7% for the intervention group. Small sample size and uneven distribution between control and intervention groups meant these results were not statistically significant, but they did at least show a favorable trend.

**Diagnostic Test Result Management & Reporting Medical Errors**


Callen et al performed a systematic review to analyze an important safety issue in the ambulatory setting: failure to follow up test results. This is because of the numerous personnel involved in the ordering, collection, and analysis of such data as well as a variety of systems involved that may or may not use the same electronic health record system or paper-based system. These missed test results can have impacts ranging from missed cancer diagnosis to insufficient thyroid supplementation for patients with hypothyroidism. Review of the studies involved demonstrated a wide variability of missed lab tests results (6.8%-62%) and missed radiology results (1%-35%); this is likely secondary to the structural systems in place at the site of the studies conducted. Information and communication technology did show a favorable trend toward reducing these errors, but did not come close to eradicating it completely, highlighting the complexity of this situation. In particular, the blurred lines about responsibility for test results was particularly problematic. One study that used a double-alert system (both hospitalist and primary care provider were notified of test results ordered in the hospital) actually increased the odds that the test results would not be followed up and acted on. Radiologist communication of test results greatly helped with proper follow-up although the authors acknowledge this may be because radiologists are likely to call for life-threatening findings. The impact of patient receipt of results outside their doctor’s office also was analyzed but there currently is no consensus among data or providers as it is highly variable depending on the mode of delivery (mail vs electronic vs verbal) and other factors such as the health literacy of the person involved.

Casalino et al performed a retrospective study to gauge how often physicians do not inform patients of significant test results, and to make comparisons of this error rate between those with “good processes” and those without as well as those with electronic medical records and those who do not use them. Failure
to inform rate was 7.1%; practices with higher rated “processes” scores had lower failure rates. Electronic medical records showed mixed results and often aligned with whether or not the practice already had a good process score.

Schnall et al monitored reported safety errors and adverse events by nursing students in their rotations at one school in New York over 4 years. They wanted to see if people not yet entrenched in health care culture would identify different types of safety issues than are normally reported. They also emphasized a “Just Culture” in the school, which allows people to recognize self-errors while at the same time realizing that many of these errors stem from systemic issues; this culture is designed to encourage frequency of safety error reporting. Infections and medications were the 2 categories most likely to result in hazards or near misses.

**Diagnostic Errors**


Ball et al wrote an editorial discussing the Institute of Medicine’s report *Improving Diagnosis in Health Care*. They discuss several themes regarding diagnostic error, which they feel has been an underrepresented issue in the field of patient safety. First, regarding why it receives so little attention: data are hard to collect and usually can only be gathered in retrospect. Second, patients are a central component of this issue and their understanding and communication is vital to reduce diagnostic errors. Third, diagnostics have changed to usually requiring multidisciplinary assessment. Health care professionals are still not receiving training for this increasingly common wrinkle in medicine (ie, teamwork, communication ability). The authors highlight several areas they wish had been addressed, such as the impact of different payment systems on diagnostics and whether or not these data should be made public.

Diagnostic errors can occur with common conditions as easily as they can with rare pathology and from multiple process points such as the radiologist read or the differential of the primary care physician. Graber et al write a perspective piece outlining the importance of recognizing diagnostic errors. They are dismayed at the paucity of integration of diagnostic errors into safety equations. The lack of data on diagnostics has translated into lack of interest in preventing diagnostic errors. Reducing diagnostic errors is vital to both preventing harm and reducing costs. Retooling education is key to improving this area in the future. Education right now is focused on treatment and transitional methods of diagnosis (such as having a lengthy differential diagnosis) and instead should have extra emphasis on the diagnostic portion as well as using modern tools such as Internet skills.

Newman-Toker et al provided commentary on diagnostic errors, which they state are responsible for about 40,000 to 80,000 deaths in US hospitals per year. Although other patient safety fields have attracted more attention, it is actually more likely that a physician error is diagnosis-related rather than drug related, and their effects are more likely to be debilitating. They offer several suggestions to reduce diagnostic errors such as using systemic changes to address “cognitive” errors (they lament the idea that diagnostic errors are seen as failures of cognition), focusing on cost-effectiveness, emphasizing
misdiagnosis–related harm as a way of more easily measuring and monitoring diagnostic errors, and pilot testing solutions for reducing diagnostic error that deliberately keep workflow in mind as many of the solutions so far have been impractical.

Because of the physician shortage and the increasing number of patients in both the hospital and ambulatory settings, advanced practice nurses (APNs) are increasingly being utilized as clinical providers. Schnall et al sought to understand the type of adverse events and errors that APNs experience and commit, and what structural issues mitigate or exacerbate the frequency of these events. They administered self-questionnaires to APNs still in an educational program within one school in New York. Interestingly, diagnostic errors ranged only from 5% (for “simple” patients) to 17% (for complex patients), which falls under the reported ranges for physicians in such studies. Most mistakes were attributed to structural issues such as inadequate time per patient, being interrupted during service, and other management-related items such as lack of appropriate equipment. This could be related to the narrower scope of health issues that APNs see in their practice compared to physicians. Electronic health records also were evaluated for impact, but no significant relationship was found between the electronic health record use and reduction in patient safety issues.

Diagnostic errors including wrong diagnosis and delayed diagnosis can affect up to 12 million adults per year. Singh et al offer a perspective piece based on the Institute of Medicine’s report on diagnostic errors. They applaud the analysis that the definition of diagnosis now includes the patient’s role, as inappropriate communication and timing of diagnosis explanations are vital aspects of diagnostic errors. Beyond the Institute of Medicine’s recommendations, they offer several necessary steps to reducing diagnostic errors. One is to develop resources to help clinicians identify and evaluate diagnostic errors as it is a notoriously difficult safety event to profile. They also encourage the frontline physician to employ a more reflective type of practice pattern than incorporates the patient’s point of view and uses their feedback as a means to reduce diagnostic errors. They also highlight the potential problems of electronic
health records, as they may improve aspects of communication but also can distance people who need to work with each other (ie, reducing thorough and detailed communication).

Although diagnostic errors are an important part of patient safety, they have traditionally been difficult to gauge. Singh et al synthesized data from 3 clinic-based studies to estimate the frequency of diagnostic errors. The studies involved use electronic triggers to detect abnormal primary care follow-up patterns or lack of follow-up for abnormal findings. Combining the statistics from these studies yielded an estimated outpatient diagnostic error rate of 5.08% each year, which is equivalent to about 12 million US adults a year. The authors had previously believed about half of these errors could potentially cause severe harm, thus about 6 millions adults in the country could be severely affected by these types of errors.

**Simulation Exercises in Patient Safety Efforts**


Simulation exercises are used in a wide variety of clinical situations, usually to replicate in-hospital emergencies, but one area where they have not been utilized commonly is the ambulatory setting. Prakash et al designed a series of drug delivery simulations utilized by nurses in order to better understand how interruptions affect patient safety when it comes to administration of medications as well as to gain further insight into ways to reduce these types of errors. Their simulations reflected the process of a medication being ordered to its final delivery into the patient. Areas where nurses committed significantly more errors were usually with intravenous pump programming and push delivery as well as several vital areas of medication verification. Interventions included a visual timer, barrier zones where nurses would not be interrupted while verifying medications and drawing them up, and even speaking protocols aloud (where nurses had to say aloud what they were doing at certain phases) were found to reduce errors in
these simulation exercises. Although interruptions cause patient safety errors and are likely to be somewhat unavoidable in the real world, the authors are optimistic that these types of simple interventions would help mitigate their negative effect.

CONCLUSION

Less than 2 decades ago the Institute of Medicine shined a spotlight on medical errors and the need for overall quality measures. In addition, the transformation from a fee-for-service model to a value-based payment structure has only underscored the importance of quality and safety measures as a means to improve health care efficiency and outcomes for patients. Research in this area has grown; however, most of it takes place in inpatient settings. Yet, the majority of medical care actually takes place in the ambulatory setting. Therefore, it is important to have evidence about which metrics actually matter and the structural changes that reliably produce results in those areas. The literature collected in this paper demonstrates that the heterogeneity of American health organizations can be a blessing, as it allows for researchers to examine a variety of means by which we can both improve the quality of health care and conversely diminish it. Important trends were noted in this collection of these papers, such as the failure of the electronic medical record per se to improve safety and/or working only when structured in certain ways (eg, to facilitate communication by health care workers). These types of findings make it imperative for structural changes to be based on evidence as strong as the kind that propels clinical changes. The quantity and variety of ambulatory safety research seen in this paper is hopefully a sign of progress in this important aspect of health care reform.
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